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A: You should try the below. I tried it and it worked. public static void main(String[] args) { String cipher = "sids0n19@me[0123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890]*[A2A1C6BEE0D0F10C1E02E0F0F2D0E9E0113F0C]"; try { Decryption decryption =
Cipher.getInstance("AES/ECB/NoPadding"); decryption.init(Cipher.DECRYPT_MODE, new SecretKeySpec(Base64.decodeBase64(cipher), "AES")); System.out.println(decryption.doFinal("Hello World")); } catch (Exception e) { e.printStackTrace(); } } here?" "Where did this come from?" "The school
owner's pocket." "He was the one who handled this for me." "That should have been sold by the school." "Oh, I see." "Does that mean that it's impossible?" "I don't think so." "It's all about the kid and the child." "My point is... that the young child..." "Will soon be an adult, and grown up, like the adult."
"The only thing that was missing was a living being." "It's a miracle." "That's good." "I'd like to know what he did to you." "Tell me." "Tell me what he did to you." "I want to know." "No, you don't." "Why did you come here?" "Because of you." "Oh, really?" "Yes, really." "I had to see you to see you
clearly." "That was the only
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A: This looks like a UTF-8-encoded file containing a multi-byte character. What's the character you're seeing? $ iconv -f ISO-8859-1 -t UTF-8 test.txt What I'm guessing is happening is that you're viewing the file with a character encoding that's not UTF-8, and the characters that you're seeing are what
it's outputting as being the next-best guess at what that's supposed to be, but not the encoding that the file is actually stored in. For example, I know that these will output correctly, because I'm storing them properly: $ echo -e "EUR 5" EUR 5 But if I try to open them in a Windows text editor, I'll see
some garbage instead of the euro sign: $ iconv -f latin-1 -t utf-8 test.txt $ test.txt ??????? 5 And a lot of people like to store a variety of languages in a single UTF-8-encoded file, so I have no idea why your "strange character" would show up in a Windows text editor. ABOUT US Thanks for visiting our
website. We're the ones that coordinate the Commemorative Edition of the Hero of the Republic series of medals, as well as manufacture and supply these medals to the National Commemorative Medallion Foundry. All fees associated with the production of the medals, including the metals, glass,

plating, and engraving are paid by the National Commemorative Medallion Foundry in return for the service of manufacturing and distributing the medals. We take great pride in supplying the veterans and charities of the United States with a series of memorial medallions to represent their
contributions to the United States Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, Coast Guard, Merchant Marine, and the Continental Army. We're glad you're here and hope you find some of the information useful, and we look forward to serving you. MEMORIAL MEDALLIONS – A PART OF OUR LEGACY

Commemorative Edition of the Civil War SeriesMedals The National Commemorative Medallion Foundry was established in 1973 and is the only government-sanctioned private foundry in the U.S. that manufactures and distributes commemorative medals for public purposes. For more than 40 years,
the Foundry has 0cc13bf012
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A: Use -H to print just the header, so if you wanted to check the stream: (echo -e '9477648b3f1eb72ca1a0b446dc04b4a0 1010010010 ')|\ nc -w 5 -u 127.0.0.1 5558 |\ while read w; do echo $w done If you want to specify the port that you're listening on: (echo -e '9477648b3f1eb72ca1a0b446dc04b4a0
1010010010 ')|\ nc -w 5 -u 127.0.0.1:5555 |\ while read w; do echo $w done Q: Python 3 to C++ connection: how to call a method? Consider this Python 3 code: class C(object): def __init__(self): self.foo = foo() def f(self): x = self.foo.foo() return x c = C() x = c.f() How can I translate it to C++? I tried

this and failed: class C { C() { foo(); } void f() { foo().foo(); } }; A: C++ does not have operator overloading. That's also the reason why it doesn't have operator==. It's only a matter of time until the language supports operator overloading. You'll need to either create your own function, or read values
from a stream. There's a lot of information at the linked website, but I'll add an example: istream& operator>>(istream& input, MyStruct& s) { input >> s.a; input >>
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